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GROUNDS FOR RECOGNITION 0F  KAMATAPURI  LANGUAGE  AND
INCLUSION  OF THE SAME   INTO   THE 8TH SCHEDULE  OF  THE CONSTITUTION  OF 
INDIA  

Dharmanarayan  Barma    

In the pouranic  age and upto the middle of the 13th century A.D of historic  period , North –East India 
was known  as Kamrupa . But after 1255 A.D Kamrupa  was renamed as  Kamatapura  on t he transfer of 
its capital from Gouhati  to Kamatapur  , 15 miles South – west  to the present city of Cooch Behar  . 

 During the Kamrupi period  (9 A.D) language entered this large area from the West  i.e from  Magadh  
and  Mithila . Dr. Sunity kumar Chatterjee  , the reknowned  philologist  opined : “It can not be defined  
when the Aryan  speech first came to North Bengal  probably from Mithila and Central  South Bengal 
from Anga .” (O,D.B.L)  Dr. Chatterjee also said _ ‘from its geographical position  Assam was  practically 
an extension of  North Bengal  , so far as its speech and  early history  was  concerned (O.D.B.L) . 

Abraham  Griarson  also  voiced  the  same  idea . He  said ,’North Bengal  and  Assam did not get  their 
language from Bengal  properly but directly  from west  . Magadhi  Apabhransa , in fact may be 
considered as  spreading  out east  wards and south  wards in three  directions . To the  northeast  it 
developed  into  Northern Bengali  and  Assamese ,to  the  south  is  Oriya and  between  the two  into 
Bengali .” ( linguistic survey of  India ) 

Dr. Bani  Kanta  Kakati  in his ,’Assamese its  formation  and  Development ‘ said  _” It  would thus appear 
tha t there is  no  question  o  one dialect  group  having  sprung  out  of another _ they  are all related  
to  one another  as having  emanated  from  one  centre  of radiation and yet  following  their  line  of  
development .” It  is a fact that in  ancient times  there was a cultural  and social  inter course  between  
Mithila  and  Kamrupa  and so in linguistic sphere  also  .  

The Charyapada  of  between   8 and  12 century  A.D , were written  in Maitheli  and  Kamrupi  
languages .Many  padas  bear a  good  example of  Kamrupi  language . Such  as the  sixth  pada _  

টােলাত �মার ঘর নািহ পড়েবষী

হাড়ীত ভাত নািহ িনিত আেবশী ।। 

‘টাল’ means high land . টালগাইরা is used here which means up and low . জাগাটা টালগাইরা _ The 

place is uneven (high and low land ) . টােলা� , হাড়ী� ,িনিত these words are in use in this language  

. পড়শী _ Person living in adjacent place . Example – পড়শীয়া নয় বা�ব �র । The person living 

adjacently is not my friend. 
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The 7th pada also includes some methodical expression similar to this language .   

�ব�  সংসার বড়িহল জাঅ  

দিুহল দধু  িক �বে� সামায় ।। Here Duhil dudh  _ means the milk that has been drawn out 

from the breasts . Similar use is seen in this language which may be cited : - 

Bechil garu – The cow that has been sold . Bente – bate ; Bat through which milk is suck 

out  . Samaya – Inters ; synonym – sonday  . 

Still now many words and verbs of Charyapadas are still living in our language .

But Charyapada’s age is the budding stage of this language . Its development gradually 

happened during later period by the benevolent kings of Kamata Kingdom . From the 2nd 

part of the 13th century to 19th century it was the link language of Kamatapur and Cultural 

& Educational language also .  

Gopi chandrer Gan , Goar nather Gan of the Budhist writers , were written in proto language 

in the 13th century  . Padma puranas of Durgobar and Mankar were written in 14th century 

in proto language . Sankar Deva,Damodar Deva , Pitambar , BakulKayatha , kavinda Patra 

and many others wrote numerous memory books in the 16th century . At that  time there 

was no trace of Bengla desh and Bengali language also  .  

In fact , Bengali and Assamese languages were created by the British in the 19th century 

 Only , Sir Willium Carry is known as the father  of Bengali Language . Kamata Language  can be said as  
the root  of Bengali and Assamese . Dr Ajoy Chakravorty  has  remarked  ,”As regard the language  of  
literature of Koch Rajdarabar specially from the 14th century to 16th century  were written  in Kamrupi 
dialect  . At that time Bengali and Assamese  languages had not taken definite  shape . The two 
languages have taken definite shape  from the 18th century  . (Literature in Kamata Koch – Rajdarabar) 

Dr T.C Rastogi and Arun Choudhury  remarked  ,”The Kamata language  should not be regarded as a 
mere dialect  of Bengali or Assamese language  . It is the language in which the first Vernacular writings  
of the region  were attempted  and may be called the root  of the present Bengali and Assamese 
language .” (Azad Academy journal  ,Lucknow , May 1993 )  

Dr Arun kumar Mukhopadhya , Prof. Calcutta University in his “Sahitya Batayan “ said ,” �য িমিসং িল�

খুঁজেত  না পাওয়ায় বাংলা সািহেত�র �াচীন ও আিদ মধ�যুেগর ইিতহাস আেজা স�ুন� ভােব সংগ�ত হয় 

িন ,তােক খুঁজেত হেব উ�র বে�র ভাষায় । এই সত� �বাধ কির এখােন �িতি�ত । স�ুাচীন বাংলা �কমন 

িছল তা জানেত হেল এই বােহ ভাষা বা কাম�পী উপভাষা বা �চিবহার , রংপুর , জলপাই�ির , 

িদনাজপুেরর �লাক ভাষা জানেত হেব ।“  
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In order to  find out the missing link of bengali language we shall have to look in to the 

language of North Bengal . The author means to say  that the language of North Bengal is 

the root of Bengali language .  

The kings of Kamata were the patronisers of the language and their nourishment helped much 

the development of this proto language . Dr Sashibhushan Das gupta , Prof. Calcutta 

University , in his ‘Descriptive catalouge of manuscripts preserved in the state library of Cooch 

Behar’ said , “ The princes begining with Sukladwaj of the 2nd half of the sixteen century 

made it a point to popularise among the masses the literature which were  composed in 

sanskrit through medium of the mother tongue . The princes felt it their duty to make 

provisions for the distribution of culture , wealth of nation among the masses . They therefore 

selected poets of appreciated merit and entrusted them with the sacred duty of rendering in 

popular language (মানষুী ভাষা ) all that was hidden in the iron safe of the divine language .”    

However , this  proto language  was  the  official  and educational  language of the Kamatapur  kingdom 
from  the  1255 A.D  to  19th century . The letter of  Maharaja  Naranarayan  in the 2nd half of  the  16th

century  written  to  Ahom  king Chukampha  proves  well  the  nature  of the  prose  literature  of proto 
language . Some  portion  of  the  letter _____  

�লখনং কায��। এথা আমার �শল। �তামার �শল িনর�ের বাঞচা কির । অখন �তামার আমার সে�াষ 

স�াদক প¡াপি¡ গতায়ত হইেল উভয়ান�ুল �ীিতর বীজ অ�ুিরত হইেত রেহ । �তামার আমার কত� েব�

বিহ� তাক পাই পুি¢ত ফিলত হইেবক । 

There is a structurural affinity between sanskrit and Kamatapuri . But Bengalis’ affinity lies in 

this respect with  English Language . In sanskrit we find verb varies according to number 

and person of the subject . So also in Kamatapuri . But in Bengali  ,Verb varies according 

to person only just like English language .  

Let us examplify :- 

                               Sanskrit/  গ¤  ধাতু  / ল¥  ( Present Tense ) 

                       1st person                              2nd person                                    3rd person  

Single number >অহম গ¦ািম       §ম গ¦িস                     স গ¦িত  

Plural number >বয়ম গ¦ামঃ         যুয়¤ গ¦ম                   �ত গ¦ি�   । 

                                         Kamatapuri  

Singular number> মইু যাং         তুই যাই©                   উয়ায় যায়  
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Plural number > আমরা যাই          �তামরা যান                উমরুা যায়  । 

Bengali  

Singular number > আিম যাই          তুিম যাও                 �স যায় 

Plural number > আমরা যাই          �তামরা যাও               তাহারা যায়  ।  

English  

Singular number> I go                             You  go                              He goes 

Plural number > We  go                          You   go                            They  go   

It  is a fact  Bengali  strictly  follows  English  in this respect  . This  proves  the  origin of  Bengali , was 
influenced  by  English  language  .  

Kamatapuri   language  lost its  political  and social identity during  the  British  regime , when  this 
kingdom  was  devided  into  parts  and  new states  of  Bengal , Behar  and  Assam  were  created  there 
with  by  the  British .  

The  speakers  o f the  language :   Rajbanshi ,  Khen ,  Nath yogi ,  Kayastha ,  Kalita ,  Brahman ,  Nasya 
sekh   , Namasudra   etc  . This  language  is the mother  tongue  of  these  castes . 

The   geographical   location  of  this  language  with  population  : 

 Name of area /State                     Name of the District                                                  Population  

North Bengal (W.B)                   Cooch Behar, Jalpaiguri,Darjeeling , 

                                                  North Dinajpur,South Dinajpur ,Malda                             80,00000 

Assam                                  Dhubri ,goalpara,Kokrajhar,Bongaigaon,chirang                 40,00000 

Bihar                                              Purnea                                                                                  4,00000 

Bangla Desh                           Dinajpur , Rangpur                                                                  20,00000 

Nepal                                      Jhapa , Morang                                                                           6,00000 

Bhutan                                                                                                                                               8000 
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Total  Speakers  roughly  estimated  as  150,00000  (One  crore  and  fifty  lacks ) . Out of  the  total  
120,00000  in India  and  in foreign  land  speakers  number  is   26,00000 (Twenty  six  lacks ) . 

    From  the  last  1969 A.D  various  social  and  political  organizations  of North  Bengal  have  been 
trying  for  restoring  the  past  glory  of  this  language  by reorganizing  it  and also  trying  for  enabling  
the  Governments  to  be  consentient  with  them  in  this  respect  .  

    (Dharmanarayan  Barma   is the President  of              

      Kamatapuri  Language and  Cultural  Forum ( K.L.C.F) 

              9th September 2014 


